
 

STEVE KROEGER
Together to the personal summit – reaching high
aims with the 7 SUMMITS® strategy

Categorie
Sport, Gezondheid, Voeding & Welzijn

Type
Mental coach | Spirituele spreker, Sporter |
Sportcoach, Persoonlijk coach | Trainer

Inzetbaarheid
Keynote spreker, Coach / Trainer

Talen
EN, DE

Afkomstig van
Germany

Biografie
Global Topspeaker Steve Kroeger takes you on a
fascinating journey to the highest summits of
the continents. The mental coach inspires and
encourages the audience to express and reach
lifetime dreams and aims in life. Teamspirit is
being arised, teambuilding is enforced and the
vitality of each personally is being raised
considerably. Only the ones who know what
they really want, who are motivated and success-
orientated will reach high goals easily.

Steve Kroeger has developed the 7
SUMMITS®Strategy after he decided in 2007 to
conquer each summit on all 7 continents in the
world. Six successful conquests are behind him
and in 2014 he finished his project by having
climbed the Mount Everest.

Not only with his speeches Steve Kroeger gives
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valuable assistance, but also with his regular
seminar journeys to the Kilimandjaro in showing
analogies in private and business life and the
challenges of climbing a mountain. Thanks to
his experience he knows that summits can be
taken as a metapher of reaching high aims.

Experience Steve Kroeger's extraordinary
speeches, accompanied by amazing coloured
photos. The personal coach convinces with his
positive charisma, 100% authenticity and
communicates his experience with ease and
humour.

Steve Kroeger is alpinist and author „7
SUMMITS® Strategy – reaching personal summit
with serenity“ (Gabal Verlag) is also published in
an extended version as an audio book.

In 2012 he was awarded with the Newcomer
Award of the German Speaker Association and
the Coaching Award 2012 in the category „young
speaker“. In 2014 Steve Kroeger was awarded
with the BZTB Award of Excellence in further
Education.

In 2013 Steve Kroeger has founded the 7
SUMMITS® Strategie Deutschland GmbH with
the following business activities: regular trips to
the Kilimandjaro, education of the 7 SUMMITS®
Strategy Coach.
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